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Abstract
We rep ort the effects of the p assage of time on the long-term visual
knowledge for objects in a p atient with visual agnosia (H.J.A.). The naming of
real objects was found to have imp roved, although this was not associated
with any change in H.J.A.'s basic p ercep tual abilities which were stable over a
16-year p eriod. The imp rovement in object naming was attributed to better
use of non-contour-based visual information (such as surface detail and
dep th cues). In addition, we demonstrate a deterioration in H.J.A.'s longterm memory for the visual p rop erties of objects, and argue that this has
occurred as a result of his having imp aired p ercep tual inp ut. The
deterioration was only ap p arent in drawing from memory and in the verbal
descrip tions of items; with forced-choice testing, H.J.A. op erated at ceiling;
we p rop ose that current tests of visual imagery may not be sufficiently
sensitive to detect subtle imp airments of visual memory. Our findings can be
taken to indicate that p ercep tual and memorial p rocesses are not
functionally indep endent, but are linked in an interactive manner.
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